Prize Winners:1-

Breeze Has Won Place Among Modern Newspapers

on April 12, 1988, just to make the ing In the teachers' college weekly
• The first Breeze! It was pub- situation interesting, the double col- class by the N.S.P.A. The recognilished fifteen years ago. Would you umn reappeared. And to make things tion was again accorded the papers
recognize It? Did it look like this even more confusing, today's editor of 1987, edited by Lois Sloop.
Breeze? Read .ike this Breeze?
has stated it as her private opinion
In the spring of 1937, The Breeae
It hasn't always been this, size.. that in The Breeze of fifteen years was confronted with an acute probOriginally it was 11x15^4 inches. from now there will be no editorials! lem of ^oo many ads, leaving no space
The first edition published in the
The Breeze has always rated high for news. A larger news sheet was
present size was that of September in its class. In 1926 it became a considered, but leaders deemed it
26, 1926. When they enlarged It eo member of the Columbia Scholastic wiser to run six pages occasionally.
to Il%xl7% they changed the num- Press Association. In 1928 it won This has been done frequently in the
ber of columns across the page from second place among college news- last six months.
four to five.
papers in a contest sponsored by this
Keeping pace with the modern paAt first The Breeze was published Association.
pers of the day, this fall The Breeze
every two weeks in afllliation with \Four years later it joined the Vir- inaugurated a series of broadcasts of
The Virginia Teacher. On/^ October ginia Intercollegiate Press Associa- news of the college. Besides the pub18, 1924, the weekly issues began, tion, and in 1933 became a member licity and advertisement accorded the
and on September 25, 1926, the first of the National Scholastic Press As- Alma Mater, such a venture is giving
Issue not affiliated with The Virginia sociation and Associated Collegiate a large group of writers practical exTeacher came out.
Press, now consolidated under the perience in the very latest field of
This issue was the first in which a latter name. The Breeze is still a journalistic writing.
double column editorial appeared. member of this Association.
With this record behind it, The
The editorial column situation has
Entered for the first time in a Breeze feels justified in bringing itbeen full of ups and downs; in March national survey in 1986, the papers self before its readers today by a
• Virginia Cox, Editor THE BREEZE for 1935-86, and Lois Sloop, Editor
of the 1986-37 papers, which were the first to win honor ratings of excellent 31, 1933, The Breeze switched to a of that year, edited by Virginia Cox, celebration of its fifteenth anniversingle column editorial again. And were awarded a first class honor rat- sary.
In Associate Collegiate Press surveys.

Ramblings
By THE EDITOR
# Completion of the 14th year, naturally means the beginning of the
.-16th; the 15th, the 16th; the 16th, the 17th, and so on. Expecting thiB,
The Breeze has tried to present a paper predicting the H.T.C. publication
of the future.
The idea, though extreme now, is what we prophesize for newspapers
of tomorrow. The Breeze, of course, will keep up with the changes of the
modern age, be it streamlining or what.
The end of one year often means another thing. It's a chance to look
back on a life and to reflect on the mistakes, of the past and to hope to
Improve them in the future. With The Breeze not all is regret: there are
the pleasant associations, some of them the best ever to be experienced in
life. The work, the drudgery, the broken plans, have their counterpart in
the dignity, the glory, and the satisfaction of having been a means of
spreading accurate, easy-to-read information.
The Breeze, as any great person, owes its present health to the training it received in its most impressionable years. Were it not for the careful
attention and nursing along the paper got In it* infancy, It could not be
leaving adolescence with such confidence. The first leaders, and there have
been only 28 of them, have done a piece of work to be truly proud of.
The praise of the anniversary celebration is a thing to be shared. In
the first place, The Breeze is indebted to a college fund for the engagement
of the Assembly speaker. Again, to the dietitian and the dining room force
for preparation of the banquet; to the editor of Harrlsonburg's paper for
his keen interest and sincere effort to help us with the program for today;
to the advisers for their earnest and faithful guidance; and to the corps
of over 50 workers who helped in the preparation of the special issue.
And now, the editor has had her say. If you've read this far, you've
decided it's time to stop. The Breeze of the future, as of the present, will
aim to please, with its readers as the judges. Therefore, so long!
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Chorus and The Choral Club will
serve as the choirs.
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Essary's Talk Highlight Of Celebration
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H.T.C. Home Ec. Degree Recognized In New York
nF
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Local Grads Can
Take N. Y. Jobs
Since Approval
# Registration of this college's
Bachelor of Science degree in Home
Economics has been made in the University of the State of New York according to a letter received recently
by President S. P. Duke.

*

*
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85 Will Attend
Banquet; Logan
Toastmaster
• Closing with the banquet tonight
in Bluestone Dining Hall at 6 o'clock,
The Breeze will have observed its
fifteenth anlversary with a gala celebration.
Opening the celebration was the
chapel program at noon today at
which J. Fred Eesary, Washington
correspondent of the Baltimore Sun,
addressed the student body. Mr. Essary's talk was a mixture of journalIsm and public affairs "from a correspondent's point of view."
The speaker for the morning was
0 J. Frederick Essary, speaker in introduced by John R, Crown, editor
Assembly today in honor of The of the Harrisonburg Dally NewsBreeze celebratlont t„
twenty.six Reoord.
Tne local edltor wa8 pre_

During the fall Dr. Duke has been
communicating with the Division of
Higher Education in New York and
the degree was approved and registered on November 19.
Such a registration is necessary
before a girl receiving the B. S. degree in Home Economics from H.T.C.
is permitted to teach in New York
# Adopting a resolution urging state. This is the only state that
Congress to enact legislation provid- requires such a formality before in- years has been Washingtoni LondoiIi sented to tne studenta by DolorefJ
ing federal appropriations directly to dividuals receiving degrees from col and Paris correspondent of the Balti- Phalen, present editor of The Breeze,
the state for educational purposes, leges out of the state are allowed to more Sun, and is now the dean of the along with a short history of the
and passing other resolutions endors- teach there.
corps of Washington Correspondents. progress of the paper through fifteen
ing the three-point program, the VirIn the course of his service as a years of growth. Ila Arrlngton, busiginia Education Association met at
news writer in Washington, he has ness manager, conducted the devoRichmond from November 25 to Noseen seven Presidents come, and six tional part of the program.
vember 27.
go. He has covered every national
At the banquet tonight Prof. C. T.
political
convention
since
1912
and
Logan,
co-sponsor of the campus
The three-point program asks for
has
traveled
with
every
candidate
weekly,
will act as master of cerea minimum teacher's salary of $720 • Raymond C. Dingledine, profesfor
the
Presidency
since
1908,
with
monies.
The Alumna? visitors and
a year, an actuarlally sound retire- sor of history and social science of
the
exception
of
L.aFollette
in
1924.
distinguished gueste present will be
ment law, and free textbooks fur- the college, became Harrlsonburg's
Mr. Essary has reported six Inter- called upon for short speeches. Apnished by the state. Dr. Sydney B. chief executive officer last WednesHa„ fltate Buperintendent of public
day afternoon when he qualified as national conferences including the proximately 85 people will attend,
instruction, listed the following six mayor before the Clerk of the City. Paris Peace Conference, the Wash- including Dr. and Mrs. S. P. Duke,
ington Arms Conference and two ses- Mrs. Annie B. Cook, Dr. and Mrs. O.
benefits to be achieved by this proMayor Dingledine wae elected Nosions
of the Assembly of the League F. Frederikson, Dr. W. J. Gifford,
gram:
vember 22 by the City Council to fill
of
Nations
at Geneva.
Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Gibbons, Miss
1: Educational opportunity will be the vacancy created by the recent
He
has
served
ae
President
of
both
Alimae
Alken, Miss Grace Palmer,
more nearly equalized throughout the death of Mayor John W. Morrison.
state. 2: The larger salary provided He will serve until the special elec- the National Press Club of Washing- Miss Elizabeth Cleveland, Mr. Crown,
ton, and the famous Gridiron Club of Mr. Essary, and Mrs. C. T. Logan.
in many poor counties will obtain tion in June.
that city.
and hold better teachers. 3: The
Mr. Dingledine served three terms
In 1932 he was awarded the Ches|720 per teacher will make possible
as a member of the City Council and ter D. Pugsley $1,000 prize for the
a uniform nine-month school term
was a member of the finance commit- best Washington correspondence of
throughout the state. 4: With the
tee when he retired from the Coun- the year. He has received a comstate paying a larger portion of
cil in 1936. On the campus, he is memorative medal for his coverage of • The Glee Club wUl present its
teachers' salaries, local funds will be
annual vesper service December 12
serving as secretary of the faculty the Jamestown Exposition.
released and made available to pro- and ag adv(aer of the student Qoy_
Mr. Essary is a frequent contribu- in Wilson Auditorium. They have
tor to maga^nes and is author of a already started practicing several
vide more adequate the essential eminent Association.
number of books Including "Mary- songs from which the music of the
costs for effective operation and
quality of teaching. 6: More state land In National Politics," "Covering program will be selected. The club
maintenance of the schools. 6: The funds for "more progressive counties
Washington," "Washington Sketch will be under the direction of Miss
teacher morale will be improved and and dtIe8.. wlll enable them t0 offer
Book," "Reverse English," and Edna T. Shaffer, of the music departthis will be reflected in the higher a richer and more varied program.
"Your War Taxee".
ment of the college.

Cast Of Pageant SeekFederalAid
Is Announced Fqr Schools
% Presenting the annual Christmas
pageant, the Y. W. C. A. will give
"Star of the East" next Thursday at
7 p. m. in Wilson Auditorium.
The central figure of the pageant,
the Madonna, was elected in a Student Body meeting last night. Outcome of the vote will be kept a secret
until the night of the pageant. She
was selected from a group of six nominated by the Y. W. Cabinet. They
were: Dorothy Pawley, Virginia
Blaln, Betty Reese Coffey, Agnes
Thompson, Patrica Minar, and Virglnia Turnes. From this list will also
be selected three angels.
The remainder of the cast are as
follows: Historian, Sue Quinn; Wisemen: Melchoir, Mary Wright; Caspar, Ellen Falrlamb, and Balthazar,
Lafayette Carr; and Joseph, Catherine Warner.
The pageant, directed and presented entirely by the students, will be in
two scenes. Mary Clarke Is the director. Costumes are in charge of
Dot Anderson; lighting, Virginia
Doering; staging, Louise Ellet; organ
music, Elsie Jarvis; and choirs, Sue
Boles and Marie Walker.
iDe Y. W. C A. Choir, "Freshman

Wednesday, Dec. 1, 1937

Dingledine New
Mayor Of City

Glee Club Vespers
On December 12

THE BEEJLZE

Breeze Established Thru
Hard Work and Planning
By ALICE CLARKE
0 "H. N. 8. Gets School Paper, The
Breeze." Thus the first copy of the
long labored-tor news sheet announced itself in December, 1922.
Certain faculty members and students
had wanted to see a regular newspaper on the campus for some time
but getting it was uphill work.
It was felt that the new publication would interfere with the existing
ones, The Schoolma'am, and especially, The Virginia Teacher, both by
taking away advertisements and by
transplanting student interest. Professor C. T. Logan, head of the English department and an ardent supporter from the first, was the main
factor in overcoming this opposition.
He argued that even If the new paper
did get the local advertising The Virginia Teacher could get a different
kind, euch as book publishers. Anyway, the added subscription list
would make up for loss in ads. The
interest, too, would be of a different
type. Although The Virginia Teacher
occasionally carried news of the
school and alumnte it was moetly
written by the faculty and for the
teachers. Why not a paper for the
campus Itself, covering its own news
and announcements and affording a
means of student expression, supervised, but independent? Besides, it
would be an excellent work shop for
the English department.
To further interest along this line
a single typewritten sheet called The
Gc-Get-'er
with
w#-v««.i.
""" write-ups
-«»v*. -r» of campus
r
news compiled by an English class
was placed in the library. This
monthly copy created such enthusi-

Home
Weekly Pounded Out in
Quarters Comfortable and
Attractive, to Say the Least

asm that at a student body meeting
a committee was appointed to work
out details for the bi-monthly publication of the newspaper. Roselyn
Brownley, of Norfolk, was chairman.
It wae then too late in the session to
take many steps, so at the beginning
of the fall term the committee got
busy and presented their plans to the
faculty. It was accepted and permission was given for the publication to
start.
Their next problem was the financial one, eolved soon, however, for
the first issue of The Breeze carried
this paragraph: "Pep meetings were
held in chapel to get subscriptions.
A combination vote of $2.00 for The
Virginia Teacher and the school
newspaper was too good a bargain to
miss. Before the campaign was over
the necessary 300 plus a good many
more were secured. Monday night,
November 20, the student body elected Roselyn Brownley, editor-inchief, and Florence Shelton, business
manager. They appointed the rest of
the staff. So now H. N. S. has a
newspaper."

By MAXINE CARDWELL

% It's only a basement room In
Reed—Reed's a funny building anyway. They sort of jammed the leftovers here. When hard at work unraveling the history of money or the
Punic Wars "or most any time, you
can hear the strains of Turkey in the
Straw or the Minuet in G, varied occasionally by girlish screams of excitement when an embryo varsity
member shoots a good one. The
swimming pool is here too, and the
French and Latin classes. And the
Education ofllcee had to be put somewhere, so they're right above.
Across the hall is the Kadelpian
room; that's a nice place to pen last
minute editorials when The Breeze
room proper Is a pounding fury in
weekly agony.
There are cracks between a cement
floor, and plaster chipping oft walls.
There's a large black bug on the
floor, who might be a cricket if he
made a crickety noise. We have three
windows and blackboard, where we
draw pictures with colored chalk and
A shortage of football shoes will write anonymous notes to the editor.
apparently force a large portion of There are five tables and any number
the Gooding College football team to of chairs and a telephone and a
play barefooted. The "large portion"
being George*Blankley, who stands
6 feet 3 Inches barefooted—bareTYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
footed because he needs a size 14
TYPEWRITERS FOR SALE
football shoe.—Associated Collegiate
OR RENT
Press.
107 S. Main St. Harrisonburg, Va.

wastebasket and a filing cabinet and
a couple of bookcases. The whole
business is very clean now, as it's
only September. There are two typewriters, which we use to write letters
home.
„
Distributed over the walls at
etrategic points are cartoons from
Esquire, some of which aren't exactly what Southern womanhood is
generally conceded to preffer in the
line of mural decoration. Our favorite is the boss's secretary. Over the
light switch (we have four lights)
is a doojigger whichshould say turn
out the lights, but instead says about
loving life, by VaiiDyke. Someone
donated a railroad calendar. On the
door are signs which seem to indicate
that occasionally property is walked
out with by others than the editor or
business manager. This makes them
very sore. *•
The Summer editor left a bathing
suit in one of the deek drawers and
there's a sweat shirt in the corner.
Nobody minds. Among other modern
conveniences are a pencil sharpener
and a bottle of paste. All the windows have shades and most of the
chairs have legs.

once—many years ago—someone actually enjoyed working on this newBpaper, but no one believes it. Ho
num
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Valley Vogue Beauty Shop
Caters To
COLLEGE GIRLS' COIFFEURS
For
Class and Formal Occasions
Phone 574
N. Court Sq.
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"Real Portraits
Live Forever."
T
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"Shenandoah Valley's Favorite Showplace"
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THEATRE .:. .:.
.:.
HARRISONBURG
Extends Best Wishes and Continued Success To
"THE BREEZE"
NOW PLAYING!
Irene Dunne
Cary Grant
Mr. Smith

IIIIIII;

SURPRISE THE FAMILY!!

IN

z z

"THE AWFUL TRUTH"
Go Home Christmas With a

Monday Only, Dec. 6th
In Person! On the Stage'!

Tues.-Wed.-Thur. Dec. 7-8-9

PERMANENT

Borrah Minevitch's
Harmonica Rascals

(Star of "The Road Back")

Stars of "One In A Million"

'Merry-Go-Round of 1938"

Christmas Gift Sets
Yardley, Coty, Gemey, Marvelous,
Harriet Hubbard Ayers,
Evening in Paris

3 ;

You're . . . Proud ... Of

Priced from 55c to $25.00

Peoples Service Drug Store

John King
IN

Coming Soon: "REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM"
(iiiiiiiiimimiimiiimiiiiHi

16 South Main Street

Breeze room. There's a rumor that

IFIUMET

NOW SHOWING

No. 52

sleep here and leave our books here
and no one bothers. Some editors are
lazy and copy Collegiate Press news,
and some are industrious and work
like horses trying to do it all themselves. Either way It's nice for us.
We're different, too. Some of us are
here
because we like lists of honors
after our names in the Schoolma'am.
Some of us have friends who# like
be|ng here
Some of Ufi ioaf anyway
and ^ might ^ wflU djj u ,n ^
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EVENING
SANDALS

Phone 485

South Main Street
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JOHN W. TALIAFERRO
Jeweler
Established 1879
F. O.

Well
Dressed .

Successor

TALIAFERKO,
i

5 Court Square
Harrisonburg

.:.

Virginia

IN LAST WINTER'S

MAKE A WISH
SEE IT COME TRUE
When We Bring
LOVELINESS BACK TO YOU

CLOTHES!

MABLE'S
.BEAUTY SHOPPE

WEALTHY? NO,
JUST WISE.

Permanents, Shampoo,
Finger Waves
Marcel
W. Gay Street

SENSATIONAL
VALUES
AT

Phone 669

They Have Their Last Season's Clothes Properly Cleaned
A

^ 1

FOKMtMV

at HAYDEN'S and Enjoy Themselves With Money

STORIES

Saved On New Ones!

_A*I\j mm&xm
52 East Market Street

LAMES' JODHPURS
Brown, Tan, Green, White
$2.49 to $3.95
Tan or Brown—$2.49 to $3.50

THIS

.99

PRICE!
GLAMOROUS! LOVELY!
SANDALS
THAT LOOK THRICE THIS
PRICE!

o—o

Hayden'fc Dry Cleaning Works
165 N. Main St

PHONE

274

LADIES' RIDING BREECHES
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THE BJtEEZE

Hockey Team Will Close Hockey Players Sophs and Juniors Wage War In Winter
Woolies With Wim, Wigor and Witality
Return From
Season With Banquet
Tourney
Occasion Will Feature Salute
# Peggy Byer, Jean Van Landingof New Captain, Reward of
ham and Billle Powell accompanying
Players, and Announcement
• 'Tis better to have "et" and suf- Miss Helen Marbut returned last Satof Class Game Winners
fered than never to have "et" at all. urday night from the Southeast Field
Just think of all those seconds on Hockey Tournament held at William
0 At their annual banquet schedturkey 'n' cranberry sauce, not to and Mary College, November 19 and
uled for December . 9, the varsity
mention the fifths on mince pie. No 20. Byer, left half on the local varhockey team will close the 1937 seamatter how hard the tasks ahead, sity, represented that position on the
son and toast their new captain for
they can't take those away from us. Virginia II team in two games, one
the coming year.
Four days of peace and quiet (but oh against an Etcetera eleven and the
Mise Helen Marbut, coach, will the nights!) in which to get in train- other against the Lancaster team.
award emblems to members of the ing for the oncoming ordeal. Bring Powell, left wing, and Van Landingteam who have regularly attended on those exams—we're still thankful ham, center half, were in the Etcetscheduled practices and participated for the holiday.
era line-up in the clash against the
in a certain number of games.'
Did someone say truth is stronger Virginia II.
The class sports leaders will re- than fiction? Well, that may be true^ The Virginia I met Philadelphia's
ceive numbers from Jean Van Land- In some caste, but not the kind of I squad and the Washington team in
ingham, college sporta leader, to be fiction the inmates of Jackson 41 two closely matched games. Other
awarded to the members of their read. When June Mackey and Dot elevens participating in the tournaclass teams.
Grubbs form a reading circle the lit- ment were Philadelphia I, PhiladelFollowing their presentation, the erature is positively gross. And with phia II, Baltimore, Lancaster, North
winners of the class tournament will six volumes of Pilgrims' Progress In Jersey, and Washington. Anne Townbe announced as well as the line-up the library. What're the frosh com- send, noted ail-American hockey
for the annual Odd-Even Game, ing to anyhow?
player and author of the book, "Field
played between a team composed of
There's a time and a place for Hockey," played as a member of the
the beet senior and sophomore play- everything but what gave Miss Ar- Philadelphia I team.
ere and one made up of the outstand- rington the idea that Senior Hall,
After the completion of the tournaing junior and freshman contestants. second floor, Is the chosen spot for a ment games on Saturday afternoon,
The annual match with Westhamp- six-day bike race? Looks as though the executive committee, composed of
ton, which was postponed because of this year's sweet girl graduates are a the president of the V.F.H.A., the
unfavorable weather conditions, will bit on the dopey side. And don't for- secretary-treasurer, and chairman of
not be played this year. Both this get that the dopes of today are the the different committees met and segame and the Alumnae cqnteat were teachers of tomorrow. Some school- lected the All-Southeast field hockey
cancelled because no suitable dates ma'ams are going to have an awful team which will participate in the
past to live down.
could be secured.
national championships at Chicago
Hockey season's Just about over, this week.
but Its memories linger on. The class
Of the Virginia team, two players,
teams resemble a black and blue fan- Harriet Walton, Richmond Club, and
tasy and the amonnt of wounded
Mackie Fuller, Sweetbriar, were sepride is appalling. But 'twas great lected to take part in the national
fun while it lasted and each class can
tournament. Mary J. Judd, Sweetalways keep the consolation of that
briar, and Ella Milligan, Randolph0 Continuing the class hockey comforting word "if".
Macon, received honorable mention,
And now the next bright spot in f he Southeastern Hockey Association
tournament with two b'tterly contested matches last week, the Juniors view ie the midwinter affair thrown selected Washington, D. C, for the
defeated the frosh 4-0, while the by Cotillion. Write to the guy now* scene of the 1938 tournament.
seniors nosed a goal over on the and avoid the rush 'cause In a few
sophs to win by one point. The lit- more weeks you're gonna need a
tle-sister classes put up a stiff fight partner to swing.
ASK THE STUDENT WHO'S
But now I must away to begin a
BEEN HERE
but the breaks were with their elderB
little
tardy
cramming.
Procrastinawho played a hard, relentless game.
tion may be the thief of time but It ► LOKER'S SHOE REPAIR SHOP
With five first-string varsity play45 E. Market St.
surely puts off a multitude of sins. , Phone 86-R
ers in their line-up, the juniors outIn closing let me leave with you this
played the inexperienced freshmen
Work Called For and Delivered
gentle thought gleaned from the
at 5 o'clock each day
from the opening whistle but neverdusty files: "Breathes there a girl
theless met with strong opposition
"MAKE YOUR SHOES LOOK
with soul so dead who never to roomLIKE NEW"
from the backfleld where Fleischer,
mate's said, 'Nuts to exams, let's go
Padgett and Sproul defended their
to bed."
goal. The freshman forward line
failed to click in their goal-zone tactics while their opponents hit the
wire four times.
Making a goal in the first few minutes of play, the senior squad was
held in check for the remainder of
the game by a badly crippled soph
team. Neither squad had a complete
line-up but the match was a thriller
every inch of the way. Repulsing
attack after attack, the desperate
sophs failed to find the punch that
would have tied the score. Several
times they threatened the senior goal
but each time the shots went wide.
Their opponents' backfleld was particularly Btrong with Holder, Byer,
and Patterson doing the honors.
Games were played Monday and
yesterday between the seniors and w ■■Hiimilimnilil "nil mil minim iiiiiiiinii II IIII iimiiiiiiiiim
uiiiilllilillliii
■
the freshmen and the juniors and the
sophs.

Mike's Lyne

Frosh Lose To
Juniors, 4-0

Special To
State Teachers Colleges
ECONOMY PICTURES

ECONOMY PICTURE MAKERS
P. O. Box
Staunton
:
Virginia

Hold that line—here comes Linkous out to average the ravages of
time. And she does it. The prettiest
shot you ever saw right through the
basket. Wait a minute, what is this
■anyhow? Basketball? Oh, that's different.
Will someone kindly help the goalies thaw out, and knock the icicles
out of the upperclassmen's hoary
locks? The pumpkin certainly isn't
the only thing the frost's on this
morn.
And so back and forth, to and fro
they slide, age and youth struggling
for the upper hand. Looks like we'll
all have long gray beards if this
doesn't soon end. The whistle and
It's a 2-2 tie. Nice soccer game, gals.
It was speedball? Well, one certainly never knows.
Old age totters home to a mustard
plaster and youth to a refreshing
Camel.
Every generation to its own taste!

Beville Only Freshman
To Make Varsity
Charlotte Beville, of Petersburg,
was the only Freshman to make the
varsity hockey squad. She was a
member of the all-star hockey team
of Southslde Virginia High Schools
and prep schools. Beville was outstanding as center half-back at the
Petersburg High School, one of the
few schools In the state to introduce
this game.
J. Van Landlngham, who is hockey
sports leader, and her sister Weenie,
who is captain of varsity hockey, are
also from Petersburg.

The Way You Like To Dress
UNDERNEATH!
We've Just Unwrapped Carloads of Brand New Merchandise. You're Sure to Find Something to Delight
Everyone on Your Gift List. »We'll Help You Save,
Too—Everything You Buy at Penney's is EconomyPriced !

DANCE SETS
Prettily Trimmed With Dainty
Embroidery or Lovely Lace.

98c

SILK AND SATIN SLIPS
Smartly Tailored, Exquisitely Trimmed—They
are Really Fine Slips at this LOW Price.

98c

CHRISTMAS COMING

CHD7FON HOSIERY

Yes—But the Presents You want to Give are Already Here

Exquisitely Sheer Looking, Yet LONGER
WEARING!

AT

Full Fashioned Ringless—Per-

fect Quality!

JARMAN'S, Inc.

> Mail Us Any 6 or 8 Exposure Film'
. and 25 Cents and we will Develop,
the Film and make the Pictures and
> return to you Postage Prepaid.
One SPECIAL 5x7 Enlargement
Framed for
39 Cents

0 November morn—ah, bitter chill
it 'twas. The scene: ye olde hockey
field; the time: crack of dawn; the
players: gay young sophomores vs.
rheumatic upper-classmen; the plot:
your guess is as good as mine. Enter the referee.
Tweet! The whistle shrills and
they.'re off. Down the dew drenched
stretch gambol the frolicsome sophomores pursued by their aged opponents, swathed to the ears and
creaking In*every joint. Attired In a
feminine morning frods E. Ayres
plays brilliantly until she loses her
equilibrium and mingles with the
dewdrops.
Now Sampson's off for a twentyyard run. What, it's against the
rules? Well, things certainly have
changed since she was a girl. But
look out, B. Powell has the ball and
Is over for a touchdown. Hurrah!
Up to now we thought this was aerial
hockey—nice to know it's football.

79c

Snappy Collegiate Nick-Nacks
Sedate Presents for Relatives

m

OR ANY KIND OF CARD FOR ANY KIND OF PERSON
COME SEE THEM

A Newly Remodeled Penney's Congratulates The Breeze
On Its Fifteenth Anniversary.

E M M g V'S
PENNEY
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THE~BREEZE

Across The Editor's Desk
To the Breeze Staff:
I wish to extend my congratulations to you on
the occasion of the fifteenth anniversary of the
publication of The Breeze.
The Breeze, in my opinion, has been a good student newspaper. The Breeze also, in all of its publications with remarkably few exceptions, has maintained a wholesome and helpful influence in the promotion of the worthwhile purposes of the college.
Unlike many student newspapers, The Breeze has
seldom concerned itself with the trivial matters of
student opposition to minor but necessary regulations
of college administration.
The Breeze has recently concerned itself to a
most commendable degree with vital matters that
concern the profession to which most of our students are destined.
You are to be commended also for furnishing a
valuable laboratory experience for our classes in
journalism. It has been pleasing to see the key members of your staff selected from the group that has
had some college courses in journalism. Undoubtedly The Breeze staff, as well as the courses in journalism, have been mutually helped by this attitude.
May it be your good fortune to continue the
splendid work which you have done this year and
may you continue to render a vital service to the
college by clearly discerning your real opportunities for promoting its lasting good.
Very truly yours,
SAMUEL P. DUKE,
President of the College.
Dear Editor:
To you and your staff may I extend heartiest
congratulations on this your fifteenth anniversary
of publication. Your efficient service is most commendable.
VIRGINIA BLAIN,
President Student Government Association.
Dear Editor:
I consider it a privilege to be able to represent
the Y. W. C. A. in commending you for the splendid
work which you are doing with The Breeze on this
campus.
The Y. W. C. A. is-greatly appreciative of the
part The Breeze has played in furthering the work
of our religious organization.
> HILDA FINNEY,
President Y. W. C. A.
To the Editor of The Breeze:
In celebration of your fifteenth anniversary, I
extend my congratulations to you on the fine organization with which you have covered campus
news, and on the high rating which your publication has always maintained.
And on behalf of another publication, my best
wishes for your continued success.
HELEN SHULAR,
Editor of The Schoolma'am.
To the Editor of The Breeze:
Joining with all other campus organizations, the
Athletic Association sends its congratulations to The
Breeze. During your fifteen years of service, the
paper has been one of the chief means of making
our student body sports-conscious. It has aroused
(Continued to Column Four)
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-Lenny Script
By JANE THATCHER
• Sunday was the last day of the New York
Times "big blow." It marked the close of the second
book fair sponsored by the Times. This year's fair
proved just as successful as last year's and closed
with the prospect of coming again next year. The
opening was formally held Thursday, November 4,
when Secretary of Agriculture, Henry A. Wallace,
came from Washington especially to be the principal
speaker at the preview at eight-thirty that night. This
year the fair was bigger and better than the first
attempt in 1936. Instead of having one floor devoted
to displays of publishers, there were two floors. The
exhibits included special rooms such as the modern
Bookshop of the • Children's Room and the Rare
Book Rooms. Publishers' booths were made much
larger and the aisles roomier. This year a few new
features were added a restaurant, rest rooms, and
space for more telephones.
The fair included the work of one hundred and
ten exhibitors and the speeches of fifty-seven authors.
Very special and a la modq this year was an
exhibit called "Behind the Scenes of a Publishing
Office." The exhibit attempted to show the entire
process of producing a book from the time the publisher first handles the manuscript to the reader's
first handling of the book. The fair, by the way, was
held on the thirty-ninth floor of the International
Building in New York City.

Since 1924 Nazi
Active In U. S.
By AGNES BARGH
9 The extent of Nazi activity in
the United States would surprise
most people and, in all probability,
alarm many. As early as 1924 Nazi
activity in the United States had
achieved a sort of organization.
These organizations have been investigated on charges of autopatriotic
activities at one time or another and
have somewhat changed in name and
organization. The German-American
band today is well organized. It
holds regular mass' meetings, where
the American flag and swastiha are
displayed side by aide, and owns
newspapers. Its avowed purpose is to
unite all Americans and Germans in
a front against Communism. However, it often works to isolate German groups and to foster AntiSemitism.
Not America alone but all countries are experiencing movements
like this. Hitler has called all Germans to enlist under the German
flag. The totalitarian or all-powerful state, originally the theory back
of Germany, has been changed by
Hitler, by the addition of the "race
idea." The new state is, therefore,
based on race, not geographical or
political divisions. When Hitler
speaks of the German people, he includes 7,000,000 Germans not in Germany, many of whom are not German
citizens. Special organizations have
as their duties the uniting of German
citizens out of Germany into Nazi
bands, of keeping German citizens
everywhere subject to Nazi rule, of
converting German citizens of other
states to Nazi-ism.
This spirit of racialism Is a new
and dangerous thing. It is this that
has made other European states begin to distinguish against Germans
and to prohibit their meetings and
activities. This idea of the state as a
racial unit means the isolation of
German groups In foreign countries.
This occurred with a group of German-Americans in the United States.
These small groups are urged not to
marry out of their group, not to meddle In politics of the countries where
they are. Any German who does not
wholeheartedly cooperate with this
plan will find himself branded as
"traitor." Anti-Semitism is an essential factor in the race idea. The mutual hatred of Jews is a strong bond
between brother Germans.
The" organizations that unite Germans not in Germany have as one of

CAMPUS jj
Mrs. Ruebush: "Who was Orpheus?"
Mag Bell (wide-awake): "The,God
of Sleep."
Mr. Shorts (in Psychology clase):
"They are inherited from us by our
ancestors." We wonder!
"Weenie" Van (sorting her issues
of the "Breeze"): "What comes
after November 19?"
Jennie Spratley: "Eh, oh, the 20th
I think! (We hope that thought
wasn't too much for poor Jennie.)

There are several new magazine issues in the
reading room. One of them is Judge, not so important. However, there are two little gems, the
Christmas issue of the Horn Book magazine of
books and reading for young people, and The Lyric,
a quarterly magazine of poetry. The Horn Book
reviews children's stories and contains some information on authors that children are interested in;
written, mind you, in a form very readable to said
children, without being inanely Mother Gooseish.
Remarkable, but true. A gem it is.
No less worthy and sparkling is The Lyric, a
little book published in Roanoke. This number -contains the poetry of eight contributors and reviews of
two writers. Although the poets are relatively unknown, their work is surprisingly well done. The
most outstanding selections are by David Morton
who displays a sensitiveness to rhythm on observation. With exception of reviews, this'verse book is
fresher and more invigorating than its contemporary
Spirit. The great flaw lies in the omission of an
editorial.

Then there's the article in this month's American Mercury entitled Education In Living. It is as
good as a comic opera in its application and makes
fine dinner table conversation. Of course, there's
more about it, but it's only to be thought and not said,
Peanut Warner: "What makes the
especially on the launching of a new curriculum.

Speaking of absent-mindedness:
Jinky West looked at her watch yesterday to find out the date!
■

tower of Pisa lean?"
Jean Bundy: "If I knew, I'd take
some myself."

Quinn's Note Book

Did you notice that on November
"I saw Gertrude Stein on the screen of a
24, Joan of Arc (in keeping with the •
rest of the student body) had her newsreel theatre one afternoon and I heard her read
face washed and her nails mani- that famous passage of hers about pigeons on the
grass, alas, (the sorrow is, as you know, Miss
cured? Expecting company, Joan?
Stein's). After reading about the pigeons on the
Lyne's daffynition of sunset: "Sun- grass alas, Miss Stein said, "This is a simple description of landscape I have seen many times."
set is a rear view of sunrise."
"I don't really believe that that is true. Pigeons
A. P. 8. to Thanksgiving:
on the grass alas may be a simple description of Miss
Bells ring, classes begin,
Stein's own consciousness, but it is not a simple
Too much work starts again
description of a plot of grass on which pigeons have
Such labor Isn't lawful,
alighted, are alighting, or are going to alight.
Oh, my, don't It awful?
"It is neither just nor accurate to connect the
word alas with pigeons. Pigeons are definitely not
For the benefit of young fathers, alas. They have nothing to do with alas and they
the University of California has com- have nothing to do with hooray (not even when you
pleted a schedule of baby's crying tie red, white, and blue ribbons on them); they have
habits which may enable parents to nothing to do with mercy me or isn't\that fine, either.
arrange their away-from-home pro- White rabbits, yes, .and Scotch terriers, and bluejays,
grams. After the first month there is and even hippopotamuses, but not pigeons.
a 4-month lull when father may safe"I happen to have studied pigeons very closely
ly stay at home. After that there is
and
carefully, and I have studied the effect, or rather
about a year when baby's vocal cords
the
lack
of effect, of pigeons very carefully.. .. They
get plenty of exercise.—Associated
never
alas
me, they never make me feel alas; they
Collegiate Press.
never make me feel anything."—By JAMES THURBER,
their objects the replacing of Jewish from—"There's an Owl in My Room."
representatives of German firms with
Nordics.
This idea of Hitler's seems rather
new In international politics—its activities in other countries are of especial Interest to us. What will be
the political significance of the Ger-
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Across The. Desk

(Continued from Column One)
school spirit and called attention to the extra-curricular activities of the college, among which athletics
play an important part.
May The Breeze continue to grow as it has in
the
past fifteen years, and may it continue to reman-American band in the United
ceive the cooperation of the college.
States In case of a war would be
PEGGY BYER,
hard to predict,
President Athletic Association.
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THE BREEZE

Past Leaders
Congratulate
The Breeze

Talk Of Campus

Red Cross Drive
Yields Over $100
FromHTCDorms

Baby Newspaper Named "The Breeze" By
Accident; Miss Cleveland's Honor
By KITTY MOLTZ
# Students and faculty were all
agog 15 years ago today. And who
wouldn't be with the realization of
long-awaited plans—a dream of a
real school newspaper come true—
issue one of volume one, hot off the
press.
English classes, the preceding
year, had been publishing a small
monthly newspaper, The Go-Getter.
There was only a single typewritten
copy published, but this proved so
popular, that when a plan for a
school paper was presented the student body, it was accepted unanimously.
Then came the difficult problem of
naming the paper. The ballot box
which held the expressed wishes for
prospective titles of the forthcoming publication revealed names ranging from dignified appellations like
The Virginia Student, down to the
nonsense name, like The Maniac.
Some other names proposed were
The Valley Dictorian, the Fountain
Pen, The Logan, and The Campus
Cat.
The decision as to the final name?
Well, here, a little bit of gambling
was involved. The Breeze and The
Campus Cat were both so well-received that to settle the long debated
question, a coin was flipped by Mr.
Logan.
"Heads, The Breeze, and tails, The
Campus Cat." Up went the quarter,
down came heads, and The Rreeze
began to blow.
The name The Breeze, was submitted anonymously. The $2.00 that
was to have been given as a prize for
the best name was never awarded
for this reason. However, the secret
leaked out later that Miss Elizabeth
P. Cleveland, now instructor in
French, had the honor of naming the
infant paper.

In explaining why she choose The
Breeze for a title, Miss Cleveland
wrote in a letter to the first editor
that "when we step out of doors on
Blue-Stone Hill, among all the wonderful natural surroundings, nothing
is more keenly felt than the mountain breeze. Nothing here strikes a
stranger quite so strongly. It is the
chief attraction to the summer student. It is in winter our first and
most forcible classroom impression
as we, entering shudderingly, face
the windows opened wide between
bells. Through the breeze we sprint
to breakfast. In the teeth of it we
breathlessly hie us back from town
just to hit (or miss) supper.
"Qn the breeze are wafted across
the campus bits of news, tones of
sympathy, scraps of test papers, and
lesson plans and love-letters, the
music of artists, the jangling discord of the rising bell, the cheerful
auto horn that call to the Christmas
homegoing, peals of laughter, homesick sobs, shouts of victory, the
sighs of the defeated, girls' gossip
and more girls' gossip, savory smells
from the cooking laboratory, poetic
phrases from, literature classes, and
from the windows a symposium of
painting and spelling, of comas and
tints, of history and henhouses, of
verse and vitamins, of apperception
and subtraction, of sewing and orientation—here, a high thought, and
there, just a bit of nonsense.
"What better title for a little
newspaper which declares itself ready
to voice all these varied and changing interests?

• A total of $ioi.i:t was collected
0 Greetings, congratulations, and
from the annual Red Cross roll
tne best wishes have been pouring
to The Breeze office during the
call conducted on campus during
last few weeks from former editors
the weeks preceding Thanksgiving,
and business managers, scattered
Blanche Griffin, chairman of the
throughout the state and nation.
Their comments, in both spirit and
drive, announced recently.
content, are interesting enough to
About 75 memberships were taken,
bear printing, almost in full:
Roselyn Brownley, first editor,
and contributions were obtained from
wrote: "Greetings to The Breeze on
over a third of the student enrollits fifteenth birthday! We are all so
ment, according to the Chairman.
proud of its success through all these
years. Having been present at its
The faculty, solicited by Dot Lee
beginning fifteen years ago, I am December 1—Sesame Club Lunch, Winstead and Agnes Arnold, conmore than happy to see the full
1:00 p. m.
tributed the greatest sum, J43.00.
grown publication that it has beBreeez
Banquet, 6:00
come.
Of the dormitories, Jackson gave
"On this gala occasion, should any
p. in., Bluestone Dining
$10.43 and Senior Hall followed secreminiscing be done, may I ask that
Hall.
credit be given to three faculty memond with $10.15. The dormitories
bers who did much towards helping December 2—Y. W. C. A. Vespers, were in charge of Martha Lee Marlle
The Breeze get started? Thanks are
Auditorium, 6:30 p. m.
and Pauline Buchanan, respectively.
due Mr. Logan for hie advice and December 7—Birthday Dinner.
help to the investigating committee
Results of the drive in other parts
who started The Breeze and for his Decembers—Hockey Banquet, 6:30 of the campus were $9.30, from
continued help as adviser. Dr. Wayp. in., Bluestone Dining
Spotswood, in charge of Mary Louise
land comes in with his contribution
Hall.
by taking the first editor and busiSnyder; $8.50 from Johnston, in
ness manager to Strasburg to the December 9—Christmas Pageant,
charge of Geneva Lee Poole; $5.50
Shenandoah Publishing House to
7:00 p. m., Auditorium.
from Alumnae, in charge of Christine
read the proof of the first issue. (He
has the first copy ever run off the
'27 and thereabouts, wrote this Rose; $4.50 from Junior Hall, in
press.)
"And the honor of naming The thoughtful message: "Recently, while charge of Mary E. Steele; $4.00 from
Breeze belongs to Miss Cleveland, looking up some notes on biology, Sheldon, in charge of Virginia
who refused the prize after her name I found this assignment, 'Write an Shreckhise; $3.00 from the day stueditorial on There Ought to be No
was selected.
"The beginning of The Breeze is Editorials.' Most of the biology is dents solicited by Nancy Earman and
filled with much work and many ex- forgotten, but I remember the work Janet Miller; and $2.75 from Ashby,
citing experiences as are all the years on The Breeze as an important and in charge of Marylin Faulconer.
of this publication. The Breeze is happy part of school life. Congratutruly a part of H. T. C. Long may it lations on your birthday! May each
one find you a bigger and better me with news of them after I had
be so!" .
developed an Intimacy.
The first business manager, Flor- paper."
The editor of '31-'32, who is now
"To every new student I would
ence Shelton, now in New Jersey,
sent this sincere message: "Con- supervisor of Allegheny County suggest some connection with the
gratulations on the growth and prog- Schools, Catherine Howell, sent her paper, whether as a member of its
ress that has been made. I hope the "heartiest congratulations to the stall, or as a weekly reader. A part
business manager does not have as staff on the publication of a fifteenth of its benefits cannot be found in
hard a time as I had getting ads for anniversary edition of The Breeze. books."
Eugenia Trainum Bumpass, the
the paper when they were so badly May your work and that of the staff
needed to help finance the undertak- to come continue to make The Breeze editor of '35, known to many Seniors
ing. . . . Nor have I forgotten the a publication worthy of our college, of this year, wrote: "Congratulations
selection of a name that would live and an ever happy memory for all to the editor, business manager, and
entire coterie of the present Breeze!
through the ages. ... If any of the who go out from Bluestone Hill."
"Our mountain breeze is both InEditor of the next year, Chrlsto"You deserve credit and success
original Breeze staff are present, my
spiring
and stimulating. It is 'full
bel
Childs
Wetsel,
stated:
"Tritely
for your zealous efforts to make the
best regards to them all. Best wishes
speaking, I view the fifteenth anni- school, the Alumnae, former editors
of pep' but clean. It clears the cobfor a gala occasion."
Editor of the next year, Margaret versary of The Breeze with mingled and staff workers conscious of the
webs from the brain and sweeps morRitchie, sent this snappy greeting: emotions. First, there is pride when existence and improvement in their
"My congratulations and best wishes I read the present editions and reflect own paper. All of us who have ever
bidness from the heart. It stings to
to the staff for making this fifteenth how far the 'official organ of the been associated with The Breeze,
action, but to action pure and high."
■
s
tudent
body'
has
advanced
journalnay,
even
with
the
school,
feel
a
anniversary celebration possible! As
long as The Breeze workers continue istically from the few years ago when surge of pride when we hear about
to be live wires, the paper will neces- I attempted the job (and It is a job the special ■ events planned to com- mechanism of news-writing and the uted their best to The Breeze."
in every sense of the word). ,
Co-worker with Cox, Lois Meeks,
memorate the fifteenth birthday of habit of close observations.
sarily be a power."
"Secondly, there Is a feeling of our own newspaper.
"I hold very valuable my four stated that "Among my happiest
Emily Hogge, business manager of
"A glance through the files since years of work on the paper which memories at school are my associa'23-24, said: "Congratulations! I'm intense regret—regret for the fact
glad to see that The Breeze is keep- that I am no longer connected with the first publication in 1922 to the has improved so much in calibre as tions with fellow students on the
ing pace with the other improve- The Breeze. Every.time I even hear latest issue of 1937 would give a to make me proud of my connection paper. It was fun getting out the
ments that are constantly taking the word, a wave of Breeze nostalgia concrete idea of how the paper has with it. . . . All I ask is that The weekly, and I'm sure we never replace at H. T. C. Please accept the surges over me; with fear of being grown and improved with the growth Breeze in its next fifteen years of gretted any time spent in that way.
publication may give as much service It was well worth every minute of
best wishes of an ex-business man- considered maudlin, I maintain that of the school.
"I think we prized onr paper be- and pleasure to H. T. C. students as it!'
ager for continued growth and suc- my association with The Breeze, its
staff, and adviser brought me greater cause, while recognizing the fact that it has in its initial fifteen."
Editor of last year, Lois Sloop,
cess." - .
Virginia Cox, successor to Train- wrote a friendly greeting: "My best
"Greetings and, best wishes to the returns in knowledge and genuine it contained defects, we were proud
present staff and to the former staffs pleasure than any activity or class at that it was the product of our own um, and a well-known character to wishes will always go out to The
efforts. Many times have we seen many students on campus, declared: Breeze.
who have done so much to bring The H. T. C.
"So, to all who walk in the flesh The Breeze exert good influence; "This celebration not only marks the
"Tied up in its pages is not only
Breeze to its high place among college publications. It was my privilege where the ghosts of all former editors again, perhaps unwillingly, we have fifteenth birthday of Harrlsonburg's the actual printed record of college
seen it have the opposite result. All student publication, but it marks al- living, but also, for those who workto be the editor of the third volume walk, I say simply, 'En avant'."
Another Rreeze leader of '33, Vir- the time we honestly tried to reflect so the growth of The Breeze from ed on it, an imprinted record of one
during the session, 1924-25. At that
time its bi-weekly publication was ginia Jones Porterfleld, commented: student opinion or to direct it in the a polite account of campus events to of the most exciting, practical, stima recognized college newspaper. Our ulating parts of college life—the
changed to a weekly one and we "It was the best friend. I had in col- right channel.
lege.
That
is
my
comment
on
The
heartiest congratulations go to the wearing, tearing, amusing, hard
"As
an
extra-curricular
activity,
thought that a great step forward
had been made. We did not realize Breeze four years after I conclud- we found, as you are finding, that present staff. At the same time, we working life of a newspaper reporter.
that those who were to follow us ed my duties as business manager The Breeze gave us Invaluable op- know their greatest pleasure is to Looking back over four years of that
, could make The Breeze the splendid of the publication. It brought me portunities to work together and come—when they can look on and life, I want to take a Breeze in hand
newspaper that it is today. We are acquaintances I would not have play together. Other experiences we feel themselves a part of that host and say, 'Happy Birthday, old friend'.
proud of you, and may The Breeze made otherwise and then furnished gained were a little Insight into the of H. T. C. girls who have contrib- And many, many more of them."
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staffs of the future be as successful g^
In their efforts as the successors to
the 1924-25 staff have been," wrote
WE CONGRATULATE YOU ON YOUR
Margaret Leavitt White.
The business manager of 1925-26,
Kathryn Sebrell Critzer, said: "It
VISIT THE MODERN
seems impossible that it was fifteen
years ago that I, a freshman, sat in
the half-completed Sheldon Hall and
heard Roselyn Brownley outline the
plans for a college newspaper. I want
DURING THAT TIME WE HAVE SERVED YOU
to congratulate the present staff and
faithful faculty on their 'perfectly
swell*'paper and I'm proud to have
been one of the pioneers in this
work."
WITH THE BEST IN
THE
An editor of some years later,
Hilda Blue Collins, '28, gave a brief
historical sketch: "The Breeze, ap§
pearing every other Saturday night,
Office Supplies
Printed Stationery
was a mere infant of two in '24.
MOST MODERN UP-TO-DATE PLACE IN TOWN
Later the staff tremulously decided
• r
that there might be enough news for
Business and Personal Cards
a weekly issue. Business Manager
Katie Sebrell schemed to replace the
With Good Service and Clean Tasty Foods
battered typewriter with a new mas :
s :
Printed Programs
chine, and thereafter The Breeze was
pounded out weekly.
"In '27 representatives were sent
FOUNTAIN AND TABLE SERVICE
to the Columbia Scholastic Press AsAND WE HOPE WE CAN CONTINUE OUR SERVICE
sociation convention for the first
time, and In '28 delegates were sent
TO YOU FOR FIFTEEN MORE YEARS
to the newly organized IntercollegiPLATE LUNCHES OR A LA CARTE
ate Press Association in Virginia.
"Such were the highlights of the
years ,24-,28. Since that time The
Breeze, In new make-up and improved journalism, has moved up the
North Main Street
line among college newspapers. The
fifteenth milestone makes advancement of which every H. T. C. girl,
107 East Water Street
Phone 185
graduate or student, is proud. Garry
S
On!"
Mary Ellen Fray, of the staff of
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P. T. A.'s May Bring "Little
Men" Here In February
2500 Students, Big and Little
Delighted With Presentation
of "Hansel and Gretel"
9 An effort will be made to book
The Clare Tree Major Children's
Theatre in February for the performance of "Little Men," recently announced Mrs. George A. Williams and
Mrs. J. Watt Bradshaw, presidents
respectively of the Main Street and
Waterman P- T. A. association and
co-chairmen in charge of the presentation of the play "Hansel and Gretel".
The Clare Tree Major's Children's
Theatre presented the play "Hansel
and Gretel" last Friday, November
19, before an enthusiastic audience
of 2500 students of the city schools
and of the college. Pupils of the
schools who were unable to buy tickets wenp taken as guests of the business houses, civic clubs and individuals. This was the first appearance
of the Children's Theatre in Harrisonburg.
Before leaving the city, John D.
Kenderdine, husband "of Clare Tree
Major, expressed his delight at the
manner in which the people received
the company and the splendid cooperation of the P. T. A., press, radio
station, Dr. S. P. Duke and Dr. Argus
TreBldder of the College. "Never,"
said Mr. Kenderdine, "have we
played on a finer stage or on one
where every detail was looked after
to such perfection or to more ap-

Haberdashery Hints
By BARBARA FORD
0 HAVE YOU SEEN:
Judy Vineyard's shoes and matching bag outfit. They're pippins really and enough to make anybody's
head go round in circles.
Betty Thomas's blue and black
lounging pyjamas, very satiny and
very swishy.
Dot Day's non-run mesh hose,
cerise and I mean cerise—in Its most
definite shade. I s'pose to Dot r-e-d
spells smart!
Leslie Purnell's new (variety is
the spice, sez Leslie) hair job.
Straight and to the point ... of big
plaid bows on top. It makes her hair
look her age; very young.
Sklppy Upshur's new sweater. Soft
suede in front, and plain -sweater
behind, sleeveless and very Vassarish.
"Camay" Turner's chapeaux! Pugnose, dimples and that bonnet; she
could easily masquerade as the
Easter bunny—but In spite of all, we
like it.
Libby Wilson's perfectly gorgeous
(and brand new) evening cape. Extreme shoulders, straight lines and
only a mild and delicate shade of
pink. Nothing loud of course!

MAKE

70 Students Remain
Here For Vacation

Many of Faculty Spend
Holiday in Richmond
9 Among the faculty members who
took advantage of the holidays to
attend the convention of the Virginia
Education Association in Richmond
were: Miss Alimse Aiken, Miss Katherine Anthony, Mrs. Pearl Moody,
Miss Grace Palmer, Miss Julia Robertson, Dr. S. P. Duke, Prof. George
Chappelear, Dr. Henry Converse, Dr.
Otto Frederikson, Dr. Walter J.
Gifford, Dr. Charles H, Huffman, Dr.
Paul Hounchell, Prof. Conrad T. Logan, Dr. John A. Sawhill, and Dr.
George A. Williams.
Other members of the faculty who
were away from Harrisonburg over
Thanksgiving are: Miss Marie Louise
Boje, who visited In Oneida, New
York; Miss Margaret Hoffman, Mrs.
Bernice Varner i and Miss Mary
Waples visited in New York City;
Prof. John N. Mcllwraith visited in
Washington, and Dr. James W.
Wright In Petersburg, West Virginia.

Walker Heads Latin Club;
Kilpatrick On Rural Life

% Lnrlene Walker was elected president of Alpha Rho Delta at its first
meeting of the fall quarter held last
Saturday, November 20. Beginning
the year's work, are Jhe following
other new officers: Elsie Jarvls, secretary, Lucille Whitmire, treasurer,
faculty was given in Bluestone Din- and Mary Ellen Smith, chairman of
ing Hall the same day.
the program committee.
The program for the 850 girls who
Speaking on the topic, "What Is
left campus was varied. H. T. C. was
well represented at the V.P.I.-V.M.I. American Country Life?," Dr. E. L.
game in Roanoke Thanksgiving Day Kilpatrick, of the University of Wisand at .the dances that night. Other consin, field secretary of the Amerifootball games, Duke-Pitt, W.&M.- can Country Life Association, ad% Opening the activities of the 70
girls remaining on campus over the
holidays was the informal Y. W.
service held in the reception room of
Alumnae Hall Thursday morning.
The annual Thanksgiving dinner for

Richmond, Army-Navy, drew their dressed the college Rural Club on
Monday, November 22.
share.
He discussed the cultural part of
Bluestone Dining Hall waB, the
rural
life and Its value. The work of
only campus eating place for the
girls staying at the college, since the American Country Association in
both the Tea Room and Senior Din- helping youth stimulated much discussion on the part of the club.
ing Hall were closed.

preciative audiences." Members of
Dr. Tresidder's classes were in charge
of lighting effects and staging.
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HABIT

VISIT

LOEWNER'S
BEAUTY SHOP
EVERY WEEK FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY
3 Items $1
Over Friddle's Restaurant
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FRIDDLE'S RESTAURANT
IS THE PLACE TO GO WHEN IN QUEST OF

Good Drinks and Tasty Foods!
Enjoy the Perfect Service Afforded You Midst Perfect

MAUREEN O'SULLTVAN

Surroundings in the Company of Your Friends!
TRY OUR
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Lovely Movie Star—Drinks Milk Regularly

ORANGE JULIUS—Exclusive in Harrisonburg
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A glass of milk—at a cost of
a few pennies—taken fre-

IJj

NOW, IF EVER,

quently throughout the day,

COME PERFECT
DAYS FOR

is worth its weight in gold to

BICYCLING!

For Her Complexion—Start Drinking
SHENANDOAH'S PRIDE
For Your Complexion
and Health.

your health.

WHY NOT
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR

BICYCLES FOR RENT
20c Hour
|

Make Milk Drinking A Habit And
You Make A Habit
Of Health

TEXACO STATION

South Main Street
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. Next Door to Campus
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LINCOLN'S

Shenandoah's Pride

FOR THAT LIGHT LUNCH SNACK

Drinks

VALLEY OF VIRGINIA MILK
PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION

Candies
Ice Cream
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BREEZE

Cakes

Cigarettes

'

THE

Journalistic Style Im
proved In 15 Years
break practicing to beat the Seniors,
but in vain.
Trailing along three paragraphs
behind was the most important point,
the score, while only the who, what,
and when were in the two leading
sentences.
t
All unessentlals should be eliminated, or at least be left as wallflowers till later. The daybreak escapades of the Juniors and the fact
that they had been wearing themselves out practicing all season would
have been more at home a few inches
lower down. Literary furbelows like
"in vain" had best be pinned to feature writers in a reverie or clever
columnists, who haven't any other
way ^ decorate their fancies.
Ir you pay attention, you'll have
the Journalism Course in a nutshell
. . . So, advance two years:
"The June issue of the Virginia
Teacher which is just out, contains
several worthwhile articles." This

By PATRICIA MINAR

% Volume One, Number One, December 2, 1922! Tell me the talee
that to me were so dear, long, long
ago . . .
No, you weren't In your cradles,
but The Breeze was! Inches smaller
in size, its pages were Just opening
to apprehensive nurses who weren't
any too well versed in the art of
bringing up newspapers, though they
certainly did their utmost to get the
latest journalistic flashes onto their
first pages, coddling their headlines
with touching care to boot.
But their features and news stories
sort of fluttered hither and yon, and
they weren't too dlscriminately betwixt and 'tween. Maybe they just
hadn't heard about the whosies and
whatchies of a true blue lead of an
honest to goodness news story. In
other words, they hadn't blossomed
up under a 1937, Journalism Class.
There, the first prayer you learn is time you tell me what's to be Im"Get who, what, where, when, why, proved. Would you read further
and if possible, how, into the lead!" after that introduction? Why not?
And if it's all in one sentence you get
A plus.

BREEZE

1925 shows that The Breeze Is
growing up, for listen to this:
"The position of the Harrisonburg
Varsity is etill undisputed after its
encounter with the Farmville team in
the H. T. C. gym Friday night, January 30. As the score 38-19 testifies,
it not only held to past gains but
added fresh laurels to an already
heavy crown." We have practically
everything with an added touch of
imagination, but rememuer, imaginatlon usually finds Itself eadly de trop
in a news article!
However, another pointer: Try not
to begin stories with "The, A, or a
proper name." They're trite, trashy,
a
°d trivial. Make the first word catch
the attention of both the most sophisticated Sophomore and the blushing
Frosh, not to mention the emlrching
upperclassmen.

but the second one a feature editor
should have pounced upon and made
her own.
Wre learning, though; the headllneB look Btyil3h. the paper ,8 ew8Vi
and our journalistic efforts ale on
the up and up in 1934:

"Eugenia Trainum, editor-in-chief,
and Dorothy Llpscomb, business manager, of The Breeze, left Tuesday
night at 10 p. m. for Chicago as delegates to a joint convention of the
Natlona, CoUeglate Pre88 Assoclatlon
and the As80clated collegiate Press."
Yefli they did it back in those days,
too.
The rest of the article is what
you'd call 0. K.; it proceeds from
top notch information to the mousiest
details; that's the way straight news
stories are built: like an Inverted
pyramid. That has a technical adAnd it's Maytime in 1927, a de- vantage as well as drawing the outcade ago, when "Ruth Nickell was
crowned Queen of May at the coro- sider's interest to the story; the
nation services held in the open air Printer, should there not be enough
auditorium Tuesday, May 3. Ruth is room for the article, can "kill" the
a pretty and attractive girl who is
known on campus for the contributlons she has made toward school
life." All is well in the first sentence,

last few inches without cutting anything vital, sparing some people's
feelings and keeping himself out of
dutch.

1086-1086 issues wavered on the
brink of perfection (we're trying to
push those of 1937 all the way in, you
know)—every particular of journalistic art has been employed in the
concoction of the plain news story
unit. We hope we have attained an
astounding amount of accuracy, proper up-to-date writing and a vital,
curiously pleasant Breeze style.
Because the Hitler government allows any German traveler to take
only $4 spending money with him,
Christian Otto Winzen came from
Germany to the University of Detroit, with just that much cash, although his passage and railroad fare
had been paid.—Associated Collegiate Press.

Business - Directory
DR. P. C. SPITZER
Dentist
311 Professional Building
PHONE

749

Harrisonburg, Virginia

One of the main front page stories
GEO. C. BURTNER
of the 1922 first issue begins like
this: "The Juniors and Seniors have tShoe Repairing Neatly Done
been practicing all season for the
By Electrical Machinery
hockey game which was played last
BEST OF MATERIAL USED
Saturday, November 24. Several
mornings saw the Juniors up at day- > 66 Er^Market St., Harrisonburg, Va.

DR. ALFRED R. SPITZER
Dentist
First National Bank Bldg.
PHONE

872

Harrisonburg, Virginia
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Get All of It!
While we do not have the space sufficient to print as much of
all the news as do the larger newspapers, yet your

DR. E. R. MILLER, M. D.
5

201 Professional Building
•i■ ■ ■ ■

DAILY-NEWS RECORD
carries the "meat" of every worthwhile news article.
abreast of the news by reading the News-Record.
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Telephone 416
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Keep

A Definite
Opportunity
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TO FIND

, For Health's SaJ^e

QUALITY

AND

Commercial Small Loan and

STYLE

Finance Company

IN

504 First National Bank Building

DRESSES, COATS,

EAT MORE

Phone 1068

AND

OTHER APPAREL
AWAITS YOU

VALLEY GOLD ICE CREAM

AT
: =

Manufactured by

BURKE

: =
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| While We Congratulate You

In the First Is&e of THE BREEZE-

ON YOUR 1STH BIRTHDAY

W. L. Dechert Corporation
Harrisonburg, Virginia
2-6 Rockingham Nat. Bank Bldg.
Phone 466

THIS WAS OUR MESSAGE:—

We Think the Tables Should
be Turned Because

"To the Students and Faculty of the State Normal: We wish to
congratulate you upon the first publication of your paper and we wish
it much success. Our Christmas Novelties are now being displayed and
you are cordially invited to visit our store."

THIS IS OUR 1STH YEAR OF
SERVICE TOO

Today Our Message is: "Congratulations on your 15th Birthday.
We have a much enlarged GIFT SHOP, where you can get any kind
of household or personal gift."

See Our Collection of Rare
OLD BOOKS
AND

INTERESTING NEW ONES

JOSEPH NEY and SONS

NICHOLAS BOOK STORE
)KllllllllMIIMIHIIiliilllllllllllllllllllllllll«IIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIl3K

PRICE

Harrisonburg, Virginia
404 The National Bank Bldg.
Phone 16
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THOS. L. YANCEY, JR.
Life Insurance Service
308 First National Bank Bldg.
Phone 1040

Day and Night Service—New Cars
PHONE 655

CITY CAB CO.,

INC.

Harrisonburg, Virginia
"LONG TRIPS A SPECIALTY"

-THE -BRE&ZE
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History of College Found
Recorded In The Breeze
By SARA THOMASON and
BETTY McMAHAN

Journalism Has Baptist Leader Is
Chapel Speaker
Been Help To
The Breeze

to go home via airplane and to see
young men who come the same way
That the quality of The Breeze,
on October 26, 1929.
, .. . which is already an excellent paper,
The Art Club was given a studio in
-_
.
^^ * ^^ ^ on ,. gradually and steadily improving
^
^ ^ ^ fc ^ waa the fact stated by Dr. Edna 1
Frederikson and Conrad T. Logan,
^ for ^ purpo8e
co-advisers of The Breeze, during reOn April 26, 1930, the present colcent Interviews.
lege camp on the Shenandoah River
Mr. Logan helped to establish The
had been equipped and was ready
Breeze
and has been adviser to the
for use.
paper
since
it was first started, fifOn May 15, 1931 Wilson Hall was
teen
years
ago.
During the summer
dedicated, thus making the quadof
1932,
Dr.
Frederikson
served as
rangle complete. Mrs. Woodrow Wilone
of
the
staff
advisers,
becoming
son was present at the ceremony.
aSeptember
. K
01 1001
A„„IO official co-adviser last year.
21,
1931, u~
Mrs. Annie

.v..
por the past fifteen years the
#
rapid growth and natural developmeat of the college has been
]f recorded in The Breeze.
The success of The Breeze through
all the years of Its history ie due not
only to the Interest and co-operation
of students in the past and in the
present, but also to the fact that it
has always had a permanent place to
hold meetings and to da the work.
The first home of The Breeze was in
the southwest corner of Alumnae
Bailey Cook became assistant dean
Hall.

r

# Dr. J. B. Hill, Baptist student
worker in the state of Virginia, will
address the student body of this college at the regular assembly hour
Friday. Each year Dr. Hill visits
many colleges in the capacity of a
general representative to the Baptist
students in these Institutions.
At the chapel period on Wednesday, December 8, Dr. M. A. Pittman,
professor of physics, will demonstrate
newly developed devices in his Held.
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Christmas
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# Registration for the winter quarter which begins on Monday, January
3, 1938, will take place all day Tuesday, December 14, according to an
announcement made by Prof. Clyde
P. Shorts, chairman of the schedule
committee.
On the following four days, ending
at noon Saturday, December 18, the
examinations for the fall quarter will
be given. The schedule for examinations will be announced by Dec. 10.

TO SERVE YOU BETTER

"The most phenomenal Improve-

Harrison Hall was dedicated. On rector of the Dormitories.
volunteered. The first journalism
February 2, 1923, Dr. Duke anHorseback riding was introduced
class taught by Dr. Frederikson was
nounced that the new building would on campus October 13, 1933, when
in the fall of 1933, and soon afterbe called "Sheldon" and that Smythe Miss Margaret Hoffman, a member of
wards it was developed into a full
Cottage would now be called Carter the English department, offered her
year's course which was offered every
House. The first honorary society, Pi three horses for the use of the stuyear.
Kappa Omega, was organized April dents.
"The course serves as a training
The contract for Senior Hall was
21, 1923. On February 23, 1924, Dr.
school for Breeze reporters, in addiDuke announced that the college let March 16, 1934.
tion to its general instructional purwould now be/called Harrisonburg
By a resolution of the State Board
poses," Dr. Frederikson said.
State Teachers College rather than of Education, H. T. C. was authorized
She explained that most of the
Harrisonburg Normal School.
on March 8, 1935, to grant a standmembers
of the present journalism
The Breeze secured its first mail- ard A. B. degree.
class aspire to be reporters, and that
box on October 18, 1924.
October 24, 1935, the bids for
competition for places on the staff
A student body meeting was held Junior Hall were begun.
would increase the quality of the
October 27 for the purpose of revisOne of the most recent advance- paper even more.
ing and readopting the constitution
ment of the college was made JanBoth advisers agreed that one
of The Breeze.
uary 28, 1937, when the new four
President Duke announced on
Tt^J?^ »TZ°2«r manual organ was dedicated by Char- notable change in The Breeze is that
March 27, 1926, that a new admin•
'
h
lotte Lockwood, one of the six great- it has become a paper of news rather
lstration building consisting of swim
est organists in the United States.
than of literary work.
ming pool, gymnasium, offices, and
classrooms would be constructed and
Dr. Robert H. Goddard, Clark Uni- ceeded in driving his test rocket to a
that Sheldon would be converted into versity physics professor seeking to height of 7,500 feet at a speed of
a fifty-three-room dormitory accom- develop a rocket plane which can be 700 miles an hour.—Associated Colmodating one hundred girls.
sent up 100 miles or more, has sue- legiate Press.
For the convenience of the larger
enrollment, the Lincoln Normal Station was opened October 9, 1926. The
For Him
For Her
first classes were held in Reed Hall
on November 17, 1927. At the same
time it was announced that the reading room opposite the library would
be opened.
The swimming pool in Reed Hall
FOR THE
was officially dedicated February 26,
1927, when Dr. Duke took the Initial
CHOOSEY
swim.
TRAVELING KITS
In October of 1927, the sidewalk
FITTED EVENING BAGS
in front of Alumna Hall was laid.
FITTED MAKE-UP KITS
SHAVING SETS
DU BARRY
H. T. C. was honored on December
YARDLEY
DOROTHY GRAY
10, 1927, by being admitted to the
HUBIGANT
ARDEN
Southern Association of Colleges and
LENTHERIC
YARDLEY
Secondary Schools.
COTY
QUINLAN
The constitution of the Student
MILITARY SETS
MANICURE SETS
Government was amended on January
LEATHER POCKETBOOKS
PERFUMES
28, 1928, in order to provide for a
TOILET SETS
PEN AND PENCIL SETS
nominating convention to be held
prior to each major election on camCANDIES—WHITMAN'S and DURAND'S
pus.
The Jury System was first introduced as part of the Studefk Government in May, 1928, and the constitution was amended to that effect. . rlllllMllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItlllllliy
The Alpha Chi chapter of Kappa I
Delta Pi was installed on this campus on February 4, 1928. Pi Kappa
Omega, then the honor society, was
THREE DAYS STARTING
merged with Kappa Delta Pi.
The first varsity swimming team
MONDAY, DEC. 6TH
was organized February 18, 1928.
Matinees All Seats 25c
When school reopened in the fall
of 1928 a new building, Johnston
4 Shows Daily—2-4-7-9
Hall, had been erected behind Sheldon and was ready for occupancy. A
dining hall for the seniors was being
constructed and plans were being
made for a practice house for Home
Economics students. The Senior dining hall was ready for use by October
KAT44AWNE - GINGER.
6 of that year.
On April 13, 1929, the Practice
House was completed.
On June 5, a temporary organizaADOLPHE
**GAIL PATRICK
tion of' the Scribblers, a creative
Thursday-Friday, December 9 and 10
writing group, consisting of fifteen
BETTE DAVIS AND LESLIE HOWARD
students and members of the English
IN
UO-WMOnCTUtt
I
faculty was completed.
"IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER"
Students were granted permission
iiuMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimi
iiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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Register On Dec. 14;
Exams Begin 15th

Finer Foods At The Mo&
Economical Prices
Get Your Holiday Goodies Such as
CANDIES, CAKES, FRUITS, CANNED DELICACIES
at the Store that is Always Eager
to Serve You

PEN DERS
Harrisonburg, Va.

Main Street
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GRANTS - America

«a

SUGGESTIONS

Spend less money... buy more gifts!
Grants serves ali the family!

j&P?"

WILLIAMSON'S DRUG CO.

2£™ VIRGINIA THEA1KE

HEPBURM'ROGERS
MEHJOU

L
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W.T. GRANT CO,
84-88 NORTH MAIN STREET
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